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CYBEROPS A.I. 
BREACH PROTECTION
POWERED BY CYNET SENSOR FUSION™ 

Cybersecurity  Protectionf or    Small 
Business
CyberOps is the world’s first A.I. breach protection platform! It 
consolidates and automates Monitoring     &    Control; Attack 
Prevention and      Detection; and  Response          Orchestration across 
your entire small company.

CyberOps™: A.I. Breach 
Protection Platform 
CyberOps employs the use of Cynet Sensor Fusion™ to 
continuously analyze all activity signals from the protected 
environment: user activity, process behavior and network 
traffic to provide threat protection of unmatched accuracy 
coupled by automated remediation workflows for all core 
attack vectors.

KEY BENEFITS
Immediate Time to Value 
CyberOps smart agent is fully operable 
within 2-clicks and auto deploys itself 
on hosts no human intervention. 

Unparalleled Accuracy 
Cynet Sensor Fusion collects all core 
activity signals gaining clear insight into the 
unique context of each event, reducing 
false positives to a minimum.

Complete Attack-Surface Coverage 
Airtight protection against all attack vectors 
that involve users, network files and hosts.

Fully Automated Response  
The widest set of automated response 
workflows to any type of attack.

Included SOC Analyst services 
Elite team of 24/7 threat analysts and 
security researchers.

CONSOLIDATED
COLLECTION
Continuous and active 

collection of activity signals 

from the entire environment: 

endpoint, network and users.
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CYNET   SENSOR FUSION 

FUSION ANALYSIS
Adaptive and integrated 

analysis of all signals, 

yielding context verdicts 

of unprecedented 

coverage and accuracy.

HIGH-PRECISION 
ENFORCEMENT
Leverage Cynet Sensor Fusion 

verdicts to automate breach 

protection operations: monitor, 

prevent, detect and respond.

http://www.cynet.com
https://transmosis.com/cyberops-ai-cybersecurity-for-small-business-msps-2/
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Vulnerability Assessment

Log Collection and Retention

File Integrity Monitoring (FIM)

Inventory Management
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Pre-set Remediation

Custom Remediation

Automated Playbooks

RESPONSE ORCHESTRATION
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CYBEROPS™ PLATFORM 
CAPABILITIES
MONITORING & CONTROL
All capabilities to effectively discover and reduce exposed attacks.

PREVENTION & DETECTION
Complete coverage of all attack vectors that involve users, network, files and hosts. 

RESPONSE ORCHESTRATION
Full automation of response work flows across the entire environment.

CYBEROPS™ SECURITY SERVICE 
Top security and threat intelligence expertise active 24/7 using threat 
intelligence and performing incident response covering all the threats to your 
small business. 

http://www.cynet.com
www.transmosis.com\cyberops



